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raising the alarm about these proposed
amendments. But, that may be too
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The quote in the headline is attributed
to Irish statesman, economist and

philosopher Edmund Burke. We
need to heed Burke's words and be
vigilant as there are three proposed
constitution aI amendments on the
ballot this November, which would
undermine the fairness of elections in
the Empire State.

taditionally, gun owners

have

been among our nation's strongest
proponents in protecting individual
liberties. We also are aware of the need
to ensure the fairness of our electoral

These amendments are an effort to

rig the political process in New York
on beh alf of radical progressives
permanently. We must sound
the alarm!
We need to oppose these amendments
because we can't give the radical,
progressive left even more power
in this state to tilt elections in their
favot. Moreover, if voters adopt these
amendmentsr /ou can be sure that
even more anti-Second Amendment
legislators will get elected in our state.

BULLET mogozine

What would these amendments do if
they arc passed this November?

Proposition No. 1 would amend the
bipartisan constitutional amendment,
adopted in 2}I4,which created
an Independent Redistricting
Commission. Currently, the IRC is
working on creating new legislative
and congressional district lines,
which happens every 10 years after
the U.S. Census.
Democrats are pushing this new
amendment that would remove
bipartisan protections-in this case
advers eby affecting

Republicans-to

allow the state Legislature to rig
district lines in favor of Democrats.

Proposition No. 3 would create a
same- duy voter registration. This
amendment is backed by the usual
group of New York ndicalsincludirg the immigrant rights group
called Make the Road New York. This
organi zation promotes votitg rights
for noncitrzens and a new program
adopted by the Legislature in 202I,
which would pay illegal immigrants
unemployment benefits.

election boards alre ady are challenged
administratively to handle volumes of

another avenue for ballot tampering
and election shenanigans.

paper, absentee ballots. As we saw in
aside constitutional requirements and

This is the game that legislative
Democrats are playing. They ate
pushing three terrible constitutional

allowed anyone to vote absentee.

amendments, which

Boards of Elections were overwhelmed
by unprecedented numbers of absentee
ballots. Final election,results were
delayed in close elections which meant

allow them to rig the political process

2020 when former Gov. Cuomo set

some races were only decided after

lengthy court proceedings.

if adopted will

and cement their progressive, anti-gun
agend a for a generation.

Th.y are hoping that voters

are asleep

at the switch and aren't aware of these
amendments in what is likely to be a

Second, removing in-person voting
provisions of the constitution opens

low-turnout, sleepy electio n year.

the door to internet voting, which
increases potential for tampering and
fraud. This amendment also would
allow the Legislature to auth orize
ballot harvesting whereby paid,
partisan campaigners collect absentee
ballots from voters, openitg yet

supporters becom e awate of what is
happening and alert our friends and
supporters to oppose Propositions
!,3 and 4 this November.

It is vital that

Second Amendment

Let's send a mess age and defeat
these proposals.

Make our voices heard!

New York state law akeady permits
someone to register to vote up to L0
days prior to an election, so it is easy to
vote in our state. Same- day registration
is an open invitation to election fraud,
and it will not allow sufficient time
to asce ftain whether someond is truly
eligible to vote.

Proposition No. 4 would create socalled "no excuse" absentee voting. At
present, zvoter must be away from
home on Election D^y or he or she
must be disabled or sick to secure
an absentee ballot. This amendment
would change the state constitution to
allow anyone to vote absentee.
This proposal should be strongly
opposed for two reasons. First,
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would amend the bipartisan constitutional amendment, adopted
in 2014, which created an lndependent Redistricting Commission.

VOTE (NO) Proposition

voter registration. New York state law
permits
already
someone to register to vote up to 10 days prior to an election.

VOTE (NO) Proposition 3 would create a same-day

Same-day registration is an open invitation to election fraud, and it will not allow sufficient
time to ascertain whether someone is truly eligible to vote.
VOTE (NO) Proposition 4 would create so-called "no excuse" absentee voting.

